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In any true democracy, there’s always a push and pull between objective realities and
the needs of the electorate. In practice, policies that impose huge hardship on the
majority cannot be implemented outside of catastrophes such as pandemics or wars.
Technocrats have to find innovative solutions that are socially and politically viable,
not just technically sound.
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It does not help to fall back on impractical dicta memorised in classrooms, then
blame the politicians for not driving them through at any cost. The problem is not
politicians — it is that as long as we live in a democracy, the government has to find
solutions that the majority can live with.

From this standpoint, next year’s budget plans, announced in the medium-term
budget policy statement (MTBPS) in November, are scary for two reasons. First, they
propose an extraordinary 7% cut in spending in the midst of the pandemic’s
hardships. Second, the planned cuts push the burden entirely onto working people
and the poor — the core of the electorate. That means implementation will be at
best chaotic and conflict-ridden.
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That said, pity the beleaguered National Treasury officials who spend their days
compounding with SA’s creditors. The cost of debt service payments rose from 12%
of total spending in 2019/2020 to 14% a year later, and even with the planned cuts
will reach 16% next year. The harsh fact is that middle-income economies just do not
have the leverage of richer nations on global financial markets. Rising deficits bring
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soaring financing costs and a concerted pushback from lenders, global pundits and
multilateral agencies.

The Treasury could, of course, raise taxes on the well-off instead of borrowing more.
A temporary solidarity tax, on the lines of wartime crisis measures, is justified on
moral as well as economic grounds. But the MTBPS plans to cap taxes relative to
GDP. 
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That decision aggravates SA’s classically tough budget choices. Cuts to relief and
investment programmes will fuel unrest and may block the economic recovery. The
July violence followed, not coincidentally, on the elimination of pandemic-specific
social grants and unemployment support — and we are still counting the cost.
Alternatively, the state can increase borrowing, with the inescapable consequences
of escalating interest payments plus domestic and foreign political pressure. Both
paths involve substantial risks without promising easy solutions.

In any event, the MTBPS goes with procyclical cuts in spending, despite the human
and economic costs. To achieve them, it turns to two already failed initiatives. It
plans to end the Covid-19 special grant (again). That would cut social grants 23% in
constant terms, contributing two-thirds of the anticipated reduction in government
expenditure. It also (again) proposes to freeze public servants’ pay, reducing the
average salary by 4% in real terms. Since most public servants are educators, health
workers or police — the core of the black middle class — this measure in theory
permits a 5% cut in the budget for basic education, 8% for health and 7% for police
without similarly draconian cuts in services.

Both of these initiatives have already failed this year. Higher than expected revenues
(thanks to soaring global mining prices) cushioned the blow to the fiscus. Still, the
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MTBPS responded by eliminating a planned transfer of funds to Infrastructure SA.
This outcome is fairly common for contentious austerity programmes. Public
investment is usually project-based, making it easier to downsize services that have
contractual employment agreements and long-standing community expectations. 

As Einstein probably did not say, insanity is doing the same thing over and over
while expecting different results. In a democracy, a sustainable fiscal policy cannot
continually bet on measures that impose enormous hardship on the majority of
voters. Rather, it has to take on the harder task of ensuring socially and
economically sustainable outcomes through targeted tax hikes, with spending cuts
limited to programmes that do not contribute much to economic or social
development.

• Makgetla is a senior researcher with Trade & Industrial Policy Strategies.
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Join the discussion…

Andrea Robertson • 15 days ago

• Reply •

“The Treasury could, of course, raise taxes on the well-off instead of borrowing more. A
temporary solidarity tax, on the lines of wartime crisis measures, is justified on moral as
well as economic grounds”

Good bye our few remaining tax payers. Nice to have known you. What an utterly stupid
idea proposed by the author. Grow the pie. Don’t savage it.

 3△ ▽

Lloyd Macklin  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> Andrea Robertson

you are too polite.
 1△ ▽

Fanie Brink  • 15 days ago • edited> Andrea Robertson

We don't need higher taxes as corruption "crisis measures" as it will only increase

BusinessLIVE Comment Policy
We welcome comments that are civil and considered. Any comments that are racist, bigoted
or vulgar are not allowed.
Please read our Comment Policy before commenting.
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• Reply •

We don't need higher taxes as corruption "crisis measures" as it will only increase
corruption!!

△ ▽

Thinus Marais • 15 days ago

• Reply •

Here is an idea, why don't the cadres not steal R160 billion plus a year, as mentioned in the
recent AG report. That should make a good start.
 1△ ▽

Ian Ferguson • 15 days ago

• Reply •

The fact is this government has mismanaged this economy for 27 years, to the point of
destruction, and increasing taxes to further distribute for consumption is what got us to
where we are in the first place.
From a humanitarian point of view, one has to feel for all these people without an income or
a means of earning a livelihood, but at what point do they connect their pain and
circumstances to the ANC? Once that connection is made, maybe we can make progress in
this country.
 1△ ▽

Lindsay Wanliss • 15 days ago

• Reply •

Eventually objective reality always beats the "needs of the electorate". Its not that Treasury
is making draconian decisions. This article is describing a country that has run out of fiscal
room. The cliff edge has been exceeded and the process of falling has begun. In my opinion
it's unlikely that the gravity will be defied, no matter what choices the falling body makes.
 1△ ▽

Fanie Brink • 15 days ago

• Reply •

Totally correct, but totally impossible!!

△ ▽
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